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This is a poem I wrote some while back, that I really like. I like how the wording worked out and I like
how the rhyming worked out. Everything just worked out really nicely. The subject matter isn't too
cheerful, but I like how the poem came out. ^_^
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1 - I am the Whipping Boy

I am the public whipping boy
The friendly public's abused toy
I smile as the tears course down my face
As I'm beat so that I know my place
It is alright, it will be okay
It's just another bruise anyway.

Yell at me; I'm here to take the blame,
Tethered to a post to shoulder shame
And when the day is done, I'll be here still
Whipped and beaten until they've had their fifll
And I cry my troubles to stars that cannot hear
Salty tears fall on wounds that burn and sear.

They pass me by, ignore my mere existence
My sad, uncaring smile my only one resistence.
Everything is my fault that they can conjure,
And thus the reason it is me that they injure
For a moment I can see beyond the end
And then it's just another lash they send

It will be fine, it will all work out
Just another bruise and a strangled shout
Collapsing to the sweet ground with no relief
Only sleep a welcome robbing thief
Long growing tired of the pain and abuse
Wondering if I'll outlast my use.

They laugh and scoff, expecting me to say "It's okay"
And when I turn my head they never understand why
But it wouldn't be right for me to tell them yes
When it is so obvious I am in distress
And then they move on, tired of the game
To leave my lying, seeped in shame.

I am the public whipping boy
A simple amusement, broken toy.
Will it turn out fine, be okay?
What's one more bruise anyway?
I've long grown tired of the pain and abuse
I can't help but wonder if I'll outlast my use.
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